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Compact bustion engines - Hybrid - Stop Straight Aircraft - Solar - Forklift - VRLA - SLA - UPS and Pure Lead AGM





Some batteries used with appliancies including fridges, microwaves - up to 6 months warranty
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International specifications may be subject to changes without notification































/DIN77LMF31A





/ N55RMF

56640 No End Ledge

(Located Under Air Filter)







/DIN100MF/ 60038

X240 2012 90D26R N52MF



Captiva Diesel 01/2012 60038 DIN100MF



56638



N55HMF

/ 2000 / 22F-520 / N54MF

90D26L N53MF

Veloster
Veloster Turbo

2012 N36MF
2012 N36MF

CMF45L
CMF45L

i20 Petrol
Elantra Trophy
i30 Petrol
i30 Diesel 
i30 Petrol
i30 Petrol
i35 Diesel
i35 Petrol

10/2013 
11/2013 
01/2014 
07/2013 
10/2013 
2013
10/2013- 
2013-

CMF45L 
CMF60L 
56219 
56638 
95D31R 
90D26L
95D31R
90D26L

N36MF 
55D23LMF 
N55HMF 
N66HMF 
N70ZZMF 
N53MF
N70ZZMF
NJ3MF



Sonata Petrol 2ltr - 2.4ltr  2015             90D26L          N53MF



2011 AGM LN4-LN5 AGM88

Wrangler Unlimited V6 2008 22FR680 N50MF

(Note) Many KIA models may have Foot Ledges

 / Cerato Koop 10/2009 / 55D23LMF/55D23L 

2006

HCM31

/ Rio Sports / 5/2010 CMF50D23L /50D20LMF

/ 2009/ Sorento Petrol / 55D23L / N53MF (Foot Ledge)

/ Sorento / 10/2007-2009 (Foot Ledge)

K2900 CRDI Truck 4/2008 CMF90L N7022LMF

CMF89R

ZZ

















Navara D40 Diesel 2012 58515 / 60038 N88MF / DIN100MF





/ N88MF





NS40LMF



86 Petrol 2014 55D23L 55D23LMF

D34 D34 Optima
D34 D34 Optima



Noah 2002 55D23L 55D23LMF
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Procedure for testing batteries E&O may apply

1. Inspection
 Inspection for obvious problems such as a low electrolyte levels when accessible or utilizing the Eye  
 indicator, with Maintenance Free; loose, corroded or swollen cables, corroded battery terminals or  
 posts; loose hold-down clamps; dirty or wet battery top; or leaking, cracked, bulging or damged   
battery cases or terminals.

2. Test Voltage
 Refer to General Guideline In Testing Batteries.

3. Electronic test Battery
 Use an electronic style test, if within 15% of CCA capacity put back in service. If low refer to General  
 Guideline In Testing Batteries.
 
Comments. - For Electronic testers, they are a guideline only for CCA ratings and whether fit for application.

4. Charge
 Change the battery to 100% State-of-charge if required. Use a specified charger to suit the correct  
 battery. (WET 15.80v, CALCIUM MF 16.20v, AGM14.40v, GEL 14.20v) all require a different peak  
 voltage. Some manufacturers may vary in peak voltages. AGM, GEL must have temperature  
 compensators on the chrager to eliminate swollen batteries due to excessive heat from charge.

5. Load test
 Using a Carbon Pile Load Tester, Load the battery for the specified CCA rating during the first 5  
 to 10 seconds. The battery will indicate whether it will pass or fail. The standard time for the testing  
 is 30 seconds to 7.20 volts, however this rating is designed for a manufactuer to test for the first  
 and last battery of each production @ 18.c degrees. To determine whether the production is  
 manufactured within the specifications of the rating of the battery. 
 
Comments: A battery load test, will not give the same reading as when load tested multiple times. Deep Cycle 
test*

 Warranty adjudication guide  Chances of being a genuine (manufacturing fault) 

1. 4 week or under   5% chance

2. 1-6 months    20% chance

3. 6-12 months    10% chance

4. Over 12 Months   5% chance

5.	 Deep	cycle	-	manufacturing	fault,	well	within	the	first	1-3	months	*A	true	test	is	a	*21	day	old	
battery*	-18c	degrees*	loaded	at	a	current	over	20	hours	for	a	min	5	cycles	up	to	80	cycles	depending	
on accuracy and test required.
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General Guideline in Testing Batteries 
E&O may apply

A)	00.00v	to	00.90v:  Open circuit / over discharged, Remove from service.
Warranty only applicable as a result of a post / inter-cell connection failure or a straight manufacturing fault. 
Internal examination at a cost is required for warrenty. Note refer to *

B)	01.20v	to	08.98v:  Incorrectly charged or maintained. Application fault.
Remove from service No warranty. Minimal chance of recovery. Note refer to *

C)	08.98v	to	9.98v	:  Possible over-discharged or shorted. Remove from service. 
Recharge and re-test. Minimal chace of recovery and being covered under warranty. Note refer to *

D)	09.98v	10.98v:  Possible broken inter-cell connector or staright short. Remove from 
service. Possibly covered under warranty, unless evidence exists of excessive use, incorrect charging or 
negative growth both of which not covered under warranty. Must be with in w/period.

E)	10.98v	to	12.55v:  Possible	flat	need	recharge	and	retesting. Flat batteries are not 
covered under warranty.

F) 12.55v to 12.75v:  Fully Charged, if major straight short, failure under load remove from 
service, warrenty applies if within specified warranty period.

Comments Major Low CCA is not normally covered under warrenty. There are many reasons for low CCA. 
Incorrectly charged, sulphated, excessive use, negative growth, etc. (Electonic battery testing may suggest to 
replace battery and it states the battery is not fit for starting your vehicle). This does not necessary mean it’s a  
manufacturing fault and covered under warranty. The magic eye is only an indicator, if the battery is charged 
or not. This test has up to 30% veriance and should only be used as a quick guide.

G) 12.75v to 13.00v:  Low CCA at these voltages are normally an indicator of the battery 
being Sulphated and therefore not covered under warranty. Low CCA is normally not a manufacturing fault 
and more than often an application or customer fault. Many factors may vary the output of the battery. Using 
an electronic battery tester is one method of quick testing and should only be used as an initial indicator as 
charging / discharging and load-testing may be required.

*in particular cases internal examinations are the only way to determine the actual fault, but are costly and 
time consuming and should only be preformed by a battery specialist. Generally the application determines 
why the battery has failed.
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